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Focus on your writing,
not the red underlines

A handy guide for recommending Global AutoCorrect



Disability related issues that 
impact the writing process:

Dyspraxia Dyslexia

Depression

Fatigue Anxiety

Literacy difficulty DiabetesAutism

Epilepsy

ADHD/ADDRSI
Visual impairment

Hearing loss

OCD

...and Global AutoCorrect can help with



Simplifying language
Downgrades their vocabulary to use 
words they know how to spell.

!

Poor spelling / writing confidence
Has poor spelling or sentence
composition and distracted by 
spelling errors.

Difficulty concentrating / 
easily distracted
Racing thoughts, difficulty focusing. 
Gets stressed and distracted by 
spelling errors.

Improving spelling
Wants to improve their spelling.

!

!
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Allows the user to focus on 
the content of their ideas, 
rather than spelling.

The user can focus on their 
work without interruptions 
of red underlines. 

Enables the user to use 
the words they want to.

Can focus the user’s learning 
by tracking and printing their 
most common mistakes.

Aids the
writing process

Reduces
workload

Intelligent,
discreet and
easy to use

How Global AutoCorrect helps

Issue Solution Outcome

!



How Global AutoCorrect helps 
with mental health issues 

Red underlines and errors
need extra resilience and can 
feed into negative self-talk.

By removing them, the
experience of writing

is more positive.

Global AutoCorrect reduces
the distractions of errors

and red underlines,
so the user can focus
without interruptions.

These can create additional
spelling and typing errors

and increase stress.
Global AutoCorrect helps

reduce stress and automatically 
corrects spelling without

the red underlines.

Global AutoCorrect
frees up working memory

to focus on the content
and direction of their work.

Manual spell checking 
requires lots of small 

decisions, which Global 
AutoCorrect reduces.

Medication can make simple
things (like recalling everyday

spellings) difficult. Global
AutoCorrect removes that problem, 

and corrects them automatically
in the background.

Lack of self-confidence,
self-esteem and negative self-talk

Difficulty concentrating
or easily distracted

Racing thoughts

Difficulty thinking and
writing clearly

Making decisions Side effects of medication



Global AutoCorrect vs spell checker

Spell checker

Used after the
work is written.

Spelling mistakes
and typos have 
red underlines.

Checks all confusable
words, grammar 
and phonetic errors 
individually.

Red underlines
and typos slow the

writing process down 
and reduce confidence.

Significantly reduces
workload and

aids concentration
and focus. 

ABC
Vs

Working throughout
the writing process.

Allows focus to be 
on content, rather
than spelling.

Corrects phonetic
errors automatically, 
will not second 
guess confusables.



Global AutoCorrect vs Text Prediction

Reading and making decisions
on predictive text can be difficult
for someone with dyslexia and/or

mental health issues.

Focus remains
on content and flow
of writing without

getting overwhelmed. 

Vs

Corrects spelling mistakes 
automatically and frees up the 
working memory.

No stop-start effect of making 
decisions on every sentence or word.

Text
Prediction

A

Making lots of decisions on suggested
words can remove the user's concentration 
from their writing flow.

Making decisions on every keystroke can 
be draining and cause overwhelm.



0800 458 1922  |  hello@LexAble.com  |  LexAble.com 

We can help!
If you have any issues getting Global AutoCorrect

approved by a funding body or want to know more,
please get in touch with us.


